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What is the nude?

Does it exist only in the mind?

it be realized on paper or canvas?

Is it natural?

Can

Are there

certain archetypal forms that evoke responses in all humans?
Kenneth Clark defines the nude as the idealization of the
human body.

He speculates that our dismay at our imperfection

led to the concept of the nude.

There is a strong tie between

spiritual and physical embodiment of perfection springing from
classical philosophy.

The Greeks believed outer form mirrored

the state of the inner soul.
religious zeal,

whereas~

Their athletes performed with

today's sports are filled with violenc

There are no nudes in the locker room.

Greek artists sought

ideal proportions and perfection in the

for~s

of the body, re

moving from the work any trace of individual artistic or emotio
al

feeliR~.

Michelangelo too idealized his feelings in rich three-dime
slonal forms of the body, seeking the alchemy of transformation
in energetic lines and marble blocks.

,

In modern times. Cezanne

and Giacomettl both felt the impossibility of achieving realiza
tlon of their inner vision. yet both
that end.

worked'lnce~santly·toward

Perhaps it takes the place of working towards death.

Reaching out to the idea of perfection is more appealing than
reaching out to the end of life.
The nude is not naked feeling.
into an abstract sphere.

It 1s transformed feeling

After the atrocities of man against

man in this century, there seems to be no place for the ideal,
only death.

Institutions of death such as hospitals and morgue

strip men of human dignity.

Machine age technology does not

allow human fallibility or compassion.

With specialization,

knowledge becomes compartmentalized, and people are physically
compartmentalized in apartment living.

Perhapa, the nUde serves

as one way to synthesize knowledge and potential and give unity
to one's definitions of self and others.

Matlsse's work shows

this synthesis of reason, perception, and intuition, and contain
more truth than reason alone would allow.
The nude and its setting can reflect man"s relationship
to the environment.

Do artists want control, especially over

the environment. as Matisse says?

Rbw will this technological

control cause environmental changes that will change the genetic
makeup and evolution af man himself?

A figure should become

part of its environment without removal or dominance from the
setting for the most unified results in art.

Man should seek

this unity of self and enVironment and knowledge.
with art and hope my

wor~

I try to

will express this intent.

This leads to formal problems.
and color express artistic intent?

How do points. lines, plane ,
HoW much can they be dlstort

ed from reality?

Tension, which is one of today"s truths, Is
•
achieved when recognizable forms and space are transformed into
an abstract system which parallels the real world.
tion

or

A simplifica

truth, leaVing forms recognizable, seems more profoundly

balanced with positive tension between real and unreal than
does total abstraction.
How does one define form"'and space on canvas?

Space define

form as much as the area of form defines itself.
tangible?

Alan Watts would call space the pattern of nothing

ness. Can a pattern of
reality?

Is space

b~ushstrokes

What relation does quantum

patterns of reality on canvas?

and color convey this
phvslcs~'

have to the

How do we perceive the electro

magnetic spectrum as light translated to pigment of a two-di
mensionsl surface?

,

There is no one correct solntlon to the post-Cezannean
problem of painting. of transforming three-dimensional forms
to a two-dimensional reality.
a unique solution.

The problem is to synthesize

How does one paint?

The only answer is to

continue the search by drawing and drawing and painting and

•

painting .
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